Let A be a uniform algebra, i.e. a closed subalgebra of the continuous functions on a compact Hausdorf space which separates points, contains constants, and is equipped with the sup norm topology. Let D n be the (open) unit polydisk in C n ; let H co (D n 9 A) be the Banach algebra of bounded, analytic, y4-valued functions on D n equipped with the sup norm (see [3, pp. 224-232] for a description of such functions); and let /°°A be the Banach algebra of bounded sequences of elements of A. If S= {fljîli e D n is a sequence of points in D n , we can define a map,
Let A be a uniform algebra, i.e. a closed subalgebra of the continuous functions on a compact Hausdorf space which separates points, contains constants, and is equipped with the sup norm topology. Let D n be the (open) unit polydisk in C n ; let H co (D n 9 A) be the Banach algebra of bounded, analytic, y4-valued functions on D n equipped with the sup norm (see [3, pp. 224-232 ] for a description of such functions); and let /°°A be the Banach algebra of bounded sequences of elements of A. If S= {fljîli e D n is a sequence of points in D n , we can define a map, T:H co (D n 9 A)-+rA by T(f)={f{a t )}f =1 . We will say S is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. A if T is surjective. If S is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. C we will simply say S is an interpolating sequence, and if S is an interpolating sequence w.r.t. every uniform algebra, we will say S is a general interpolating sequence.
If S={a i }f =zl <^D n is an interpolating sequence, then it is known that S must be uniformly separated, i.e. there exists a constant M and functions/^, • • • e #°°(Z) n ) such that for all /, ||/J <*M and ƒ,(*,)=1 while / is zero on the remaining points of S. (We will use 7/°°(Z> n ) for /T°(Z> W , C).) In 1958, L. Carleson [2] showed that for S<=:D (D=D 1 ) y uniform separation is a necessary and sufficient condition that S be an interpolating sequence (w.r.t. C). We will produce a sufficient condition for a sequence to be a general interpolating sequence, and indicate some additional criteria, which, along with uniform separation, guarantees general interpolation. 
>0.
This last condition is satisfied iff £<= £> has the following property:
There exist constants M>0, p>0 and functions 0 l9 6 2 , • • • eH™{D) such that 1. ||0,||<l,foralH. 
|(l -âf).
By strengthening the third requirement in the above property, we define a new property which we will show is sufficient for general interpolation in Z> n . DEFINITION This theorem is not proved by exhibiting functions which satisfy Definition 1.4, but involves other techniques of constructing uniformly separated and interpolating sequences. For example, case one is obtained by "jiggling" the points of a union of a finite number of Cartesian products of general interpolating sequences in D.
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